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Abstract 
 

In this article, we model the distributed relay assignment network as a many-to-one matching 
market with peer effects. We discuss two scenarios for throughput optimization of relay 
networks: the scenario of aggregate throughput optimization and the scenario of fairness 
performance optimization. For the first scenario, we propose a Mutual Benefit-based Deferred 
Acceptance (MBDA) algorithm to increase the aggregate network throughput. For the second 
scenario, instead of using the alternative matching scheme, a non-substitution matching 
algorithm (NSA) is designed to solve the fairness problem. The NSA improves the fairness 
performance. We prove that both two algorithms converge to a globally stable matching, and 
discuss the practical implementation. Simulation results show that the performance of MBDA 
algorithm outperforms existing schemes and is almost the same with the optimal solution in 
terms of aggregate throughput. Meanwhile, the proposed NSA improves fairness as the scale 
of the relay network expands. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of wireless networks, demands of data throughput increases rapidly. 
The problem of spatial diversity and network data throughput optimization become the key 
issues of network optimization. In wireless network, source nodes with limited transmission 
power are disadvantageous to transmit to corresponding destination. Cooperative 
communication [1] is considered to be a promising approach, in which cell-edge source nodes 
could improve their transmission capacities with relay nodes’ assisted. However, the 
competitive relationship exists among source nodes, and the number of relay nodes is 
restricted, so the problem of relay assignment is an important and timely issue. 

To date, many approaches to develop the relay assignment problem have been proposed. 
Most of them handled the problem with centralized algorithms [2-8]. The centralized 
approaches always require a central controller to gather information from all nodes in the 
network and then make the relay assignment decisions. If the scale of wireless networks 
expands, optimization problems become increasingly complicated, which will cause heavy 
system overhead. Aiming at this problem, some distributed algorithms [9-11] have been 
developed, which may spend lots of time to converge. The main problem of distributed 
schemes facing is that source nodes do not know other source nodes’ choices, which leads to 
the instability of relay assignment. Therefore, the equilibrium of relay assignment is a 
conundrum, and solving this problem with limited information exchange is our work. 

In this article, the problem of relay assignment is formulated as a many-to-one matching 
game [12], in which the source nodes and relay nodes rank each other respectively based on 
the utility functions of throughput capacities. We discuss two scenarios of relay networks for 
different network performance requirements. 

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows: 
 We provide a new perspective on the problem of relay assignment, where the relay 

network is modeled as a many-to-one matching market with peer effects [13], and 
different schemes are proposed for different scenarios.  

 Aiming at the aggregate throughput optimization, we propose a distributed algorithm 
called: Mutual Benefit-based Deferred Acceptance Algorithm (MBDA), to solve the 
relay selection problem in cooperative communications. The proposed MBDA 
overcomes the shortcoming of classic DA algorithm in the matching game [12]. 
Thinking highly of mutual performance among source nodes rather than the 
performance of single source node, MBDA remarkably improves throughput capacity 
of the relay network. 

 Aiming at the fairness optimization of global throughput, a distributed Non-Substitution 
Algorithm (NSA) is proposed. We provide a novel distributed non-substitution 
matching scheme for matching game instead of classic substitution scheme. NSA 
promotes the fairness performance for the relay network. By the NSA, all source nodes 
in the network are considered to improve transmission data rate. The NSA solves the 
matching problem by suggesting unsatisfactory source nodes to apply better relay nodes. 
Simulation results show that relay network can tend toward stability and obtain good 
fairness performance fastly by the NSA. 
 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is introduced in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we introduce the model framework of the system, including cooperative 
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communication modes, problem formulation and the notion of peer effects. In Section 4, we 
introduce the proposed MBDA algorithm. We put forward the NSA algorithm and proves the 
convergence in Section 5. The practicability of the algorithm is discussed in Section 6, and 
performances of two algorithms are evaluated by experiments in Section 7. Finally, we present 
the conclusions in Section 8. 

2. Related Work 
In this section, we give a brief review of the related works on cooperative communication and 
some related applications of matching game theory in wireless networks.  

Since Van der Meulen [14] and Cover and EL Gamal [15] pioneered the concept of 
cooperative communication, many related works about relay assignment problem have been 
studied. In [9], Cai et al. proposed a semi-distributed algorithm with a greedy algorithm 
methodology. Although the algorithm is an effective heuristic search, it offers no performance 
guarantee. A similar problem had been studied by Xu et al. [16] to minimize the total power 
consumption of the network. In [17], Yang et al. proposed an optimal relay assignment scheme, 
and the goal is to maximize the total system performance. In [11], based on stochastic learning 
automata (SLA), Chen et al. proposed a distributed algorithm to maximize the respective 
source node capacity of the relay selection network. However, this algorithm is a learning 
scheme and needs a long time to converge. 

Matching game theory has recently attracted a lot of attention in wireless networks, such as 
cell association [18-21] and cooperative spectrum sharing [22, 23]. In [18], Eduard et al. 
applied and extended the theory of one-to-one and many-to-one matching markets to the 
resource allocation in wireless communications. Li et al. studied the incentive-based relay 
selection problem over multi-source and multi-relay wireless networks in [22]. In [23], Feng et 
al. studied relay-based communication schemes for cooperative spectrum sharing with 
incomplete information. However, these works have not considered the practical situation in 
wireless networks such as peer effects and many-to-one matching market, which is the model 
studied in this work, and we further scheme out two novel algorithms. 

3. System Model and Problem Formulation 

3.1 Cooperative Communication Modes 
In this section, two modes of cooperation communication: Amplify-and-Forward (AF) and 

Decode-and-Forward (DF) [24] will be introduced.  
1) Amplify-and-Forward (AF) mode: AF mode is a simple method with low-cost 

implementation. Under this mode, the signals from the source nodes are simply amplified and 
transmitted to the destination nodes by relay nodes. According to [24], the capacity of AF can 
be written as: 

2( , , ) log 1
2 1

sr rd
AF sd

sr rd

BC s r d g gg
g g

 
= ⋅ + + + + 

,                                (1)
 

where B is the transmitted bandwidth, s, r and d denote the source node, relay node and 
destination node respectively. ,

2
s s d
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p h
g

s
=  means the signal-to-noise-ratio at destination nodes 

while the signals are from source nodes, with ,s dh  indicating the channel gain between source 
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node and destination node,  denotes the transmit power and  is the variance of the 
Gaussian noise.  and  are similar.

 2) Decode-and-Forward (DF) mode: Under DF mode, the received signals are demodulated 
and decoded at relay nodes, and relay nodes modulate and encode signals again before 
transmit them to destination nodes. The capacity of DF can be written as [24]: 

                                    
.                                 (2) 

3) Direct Transmission: If one source node communicates with the destination node directly 
without using relay nodes, it is called the direct transmission, and the capacity of transmission 
can be written as [24]: 

                                                  .                                                      (3)  

3.2 Network Model 

 
Fig. 1. A system model for multiple source nodes and relay nodes with one destination. 

 
There are N source nodes, M relay nodes and K destination nodes in the relay network. We 

use  to denote the set of source nodes,  to 

denote the available M relay nodes, and  to denote the destination 

nodes. Source nodes apply relay nodes to get cooperative diversity. One source node  will 
choose direct transmission if the obtained capacities assisted by relay nodes are all lower than 
direct transmission. The system model is shown in Fig. 1, in which each source node have 
multiple choices to pick, and it can share the transmission resources of one relay nodes with 
other source nodes.  

We suppose that all devices are equipped with a single antenna and work in half-duplex 
mode. The structure of transmission is that each frame is divided into two time slots, as shown 
in Fig. 2. One slot in one frame is used for the source node to the relay node, and the other is 
the relay node to the destination node. Therefore, they are unable to transmit and receive 
simultaneously. The capacity of  transmitting with  assisted by a relay node  can be 
written as: 

,                                                           (4) 
 

where the  means that  if AF is used, and  if DF is used, that is 
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If ns  selects the direct transmission, the capacity can be written as: 

( )2 1
n ks dB log g⋅ + .                                                          (6) 

In addition, multiple source nodes equally share the time resources if they have a same relay 
choice. The relay nodes serve the source nodes in a frame-by-frame fashion, what can be seen 
in Fig. 2. We use ( )mL r  to denote the number of source nodes which use the relay node mr . 
Considering the ( )mL r , the real data rate of one source node ns  is 
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,                             (7) 

where mr ≠ ∅  means that ns  transmits to kd  with the help of relay node mr , and mr = ∅  
means that ns  transmits to kd  directly. 
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Fig. 2. A cooperative communication example of two source nodes with one relay node. 

3.3 Problem Formulation 
According to the network model, the problem of cooperative communication could be 

considered as a process of mutual selection among relay nodes and source nodes. For pairs of 
source-relay nodes, each source node aims to find the relay nodes offering largest capacity, so 
as to achieve the respective capacity requirements. In order to formalize the source-relay 
association problem, we define the utility function for one source node ns ∈  serviced by a 
relay node mr ∈  as  

                                                              ( ), ,n n m kU s r d .                                                            (8) 
Each relay node services source nodes connected to it and equally assign its transmission time 
slots. One relay node knows the information about the source nodes transmitting to it, and it 
prefers to connect to the source nodes with large capacity in order to maximize its own 
capacity. The transmission capacity of one relay node mr  can be written as 

                                        
( ) , , ( , )n n m k n m

n
m

N

U U s r d I s r
∈

= ∑  ,                                            

(9) 
where ( , )n mI s r  is an indicator function and equals to 1 if the source node ns  successfully 
connects to the relay node mr , or else equals to 0. 
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On one hand, in order to obtain maximum data rates, source nodes prefer to choose relay 
nodes which can provide higher capacity to them. However, we can see that if plenty of source 
nodes transmit to one relay node simultaneously, the real capacity of source nodes obtained 
will be far less than the ideal value. On the other hand, relay nodes also prefer the source nodes 
which have high data rates. Designing a reasonable relay assignment is a contradictory 
problem if the number of relay nodes is limited. One relay node  may be the best choice for 
one source node , but  may not the best applicant for . Furthermore, there is 
inappropriate to coordinate the gobal network by central dispatch systems in large-scale 
systems. Accordingly, distributed approaches need to be proposed in which source nodes and 
relay nodes autonomously decide on the best sources-relays association, based on their 
individual objectives of throughput. Avoiding combinatorial complexity, we introduce a 
suitable tool for developing such a self-organizing configuration approach based on the 
matching games:  

Definition 1 [25]: A two-sided matching game is defined by two sets of players ( ) 
and two preference relations , permitting each player to construct 
preference lists over one another, i.e., to rank the players in  and  respectively. 

Zhao et al. in [3] pointed out that it is effective to choose the best relay node rather than 
multiple relay nodes participate in relay networks. Therefore, it is suitable to model the system 
model as the many-to-one matching market. In a many-to-one matching market model, two 
sets of players both individually keep preference lists so as to make best choices. One source 
node is allowed to connect to one relay node at most, while one relay node could keep 
connections with multiple source nodes simultaneously. 

Definition 2 [25]: In the many-to-one matching model, the matching  is a mapping 
relationship that is from an assemblage  to another assemblage composed by the 
subaggregate of .  should meet the conditions for all of : 
(i) ;                                                                                       (10) 

(ii)  .                                                                                                (11) 

 represents a mapping relation in condition (i), and condition (ii) indicates the characteristics 
of both sides: once a source node associates with a relay node, it means the relay node accepts 
the source node. 
 

 
Fig. 3. An example of many-to-one matching model. 
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Every subset of source nodes n∈ in   are provided with strict, complete and transitive 
preference ( )nP s . An example of many-to-one matching model is shown in Fig. 3. The 

preference of source node 1s  is performed with ( ) 1 21 3, ,   ,  P s r r r∅= . This preference list 

indicates that source node 1s  prefer to associate with one relay node 1r . If 1r  refuses the 

application from 1s , 1s  will apply to the next preferable relay node for connection, and so on. 
With the group of source nodes m ⊆  and preference lists P, each source node confirms that 
the relay node it selected is the preferred one. 

3.4 Peer Effects 
In this work, the preference decision of each source node depends not only on its own 

choice, but also the number of other source nodes which use the same relay node. This 
situation impacts their obtained throughput capacity greatly. In the matching game theory, 
such problems are defined as peer effects [13]. Based on this case, each source node doesn’t 
simply care about how much ideal capacity it can obtain assisted by one relay node, but also 
cares about how many and what kinds of source nodes will become its “peer”. It means that the 
selection strategies of one source node will be impacted by the choices of other source nodes 
dynamically. For example, if only one source node ns  chooses a relay node mr , it would get 
the maximal capacity that is higher than else capacity of matching results: 

                                     ( ), , ( ,0)n n m k njU s r d U j Mµ≥ ∀ < < ,                                    (12) 

where njµ  represents the matching between source node ns  and relay node jr . However, if 

another source node has a same choice with  ns , the capacity of  ns will become as 
( ), ,

2
n n m kU s r d . If the situation ( ), ,

( (0 )
2

),n n m k
nj

U s r d
U j Mµ< ∃ < <  exists, which means 

some matching results are better than the current matching, ns  will change its preference 
choice, while the new choice would trigger a new instability as well. Therefore, the strategies 
of relay selection will be more complicated due to the peer effects. There is a need to develop 
new algorithms that significantly differ from existing applications of matching theory in 
wireless such as [18-23], so as to find the solutions of the studied many-to-one matching game. 

4. Matching Game for Aggregate Throughput Optimization 
For the application of matching game in wireless network models, the classic DA algorithm 
[12] has been adopted or improved to solve selection problems in some literatures [18, 20, 26]. 
In this section, we analyze the characteristic and shortcoming of the DA algorithm in relay 
network. After that, MBDA will be introduced to ameliorate the aggregate performance.  

4.1 The Deferred Acceptance (DA) Algorithm 
DA algorithm [12] is attempting to solve a two-sided matching problem by accepting best 

choices and refusing the others repectively. The characteristics of DA algorithm are as follow: 
1) Each relay node doesn’t care about the capacity of global network, while tries to maximal 
its throughput selfishly; 2) Each source node submits the application, and chooses the optimal 
relay node; 3) Each relay node accepts the optimal source nodes to maximize its capacity, 
while other source nodes will not be accepted, because the goal of the relay node is to achieve 
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the maximum utility. 
Based on the characteristics above, the source nodes with largest capacity in preference lists 

can be matched firstly, and then the second one which doesn’t collide with the first one can be 
matched subsequently, and so on. Finally, the rest source nodes will directly transmit to the 
corresponding destination. The selfish feature of the classic DA algorithm will be adverse to 
the global capacities. For the sake of the global capacities improvement, we propose the 
distributed mutual benefit-based deferred acceptance algorithm. 

4.2 Proposed Mutual Benefit-based Deferred Acceptance Algorithm 
In the MBDA, each source node will send a proposal to a better relay node if the source 

node is unsatisfied with current association. Dealing with the proposal, each relay node cares 
about the aggregate utility change after connection exchange of two relay nodes, which differs 
from the DA algorithm. 

The program of MBDA algorithm is given as Algorithm 1, composed of three phases: 
construct relay preference lists, update the preference lists of source nodes, and output the 
stable matching μ. The main ideas of MBDA are as follows. Each source node sends a 
proposal to their preferred relay node by its own preference list, and offers the information of 
current association and throughput to relay node. One relay node would filter source nodes 
according to the information of source nodes. If the application is from one source node 
keeping an association but unsatisfied, the relay node will consider the aggregate utility of two 
relay nodes, or else it will only compare capacity of all source nodes and accept the best one. If 
one source node is rejected, it will update the preference list and apply to next relay node. 
Finally, the network outputs a stable matching for transmission. To meet the situation of 
dynamic network, the matching would be updated regularly. 

 
Theorem 1: The proposed mutual benefit-based deferred acceptance (MBDA) algorithm 
shown in Algorithm 1 converges to a stable matching. 

Proof: The process of the iterations could be considered as two situations. One is homeless 
source nodes applying to association. In this situation, only the throughput of chosen relay 
node need to be considered. The aggregate capacities will be promoted if the application 
succeeds. Another situation is applying by unsatisfied source nodes. For this situation, the 
aggregate capacities of two relay nodes should be considered. Similarly, if the applications 
succeed, aggregate capacities will be improved. Therefore, we set the process of iteration as x, 
the aggregate capacities as y, and the mapping relation as ( )y f x= . This is a monotone 
increasing function, and y is limited in the networks. This function will converge to a stable 
value, so the proof of convergence has achieved. 

A example of different matching results by two algorithms is shown in Fig. 4. The number 
in the cell of row mr  and column ns  is the achievable utility for source node ns , when relay 
node mr  is exclusively assigned to it. The symbol ∅  represents the direct transmission. When 
the capacity of association listed as Fig. 4(a), the throughput result of DA algorithm can be 
seen in Fig. 4(b). We can see that source nodes with higher performance have higher option 
priority, so the result of DA is 25. Comparing with the DA, the proposed MBDA approach will 
lead to the matching shown as Fig. 4(c). In the MBDA, source nodes 1s  and 2s  would 
exchange their matching relay nodes association based on Fig. 4(b) because of 

1 2 1 1 1 2(s , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )U U s r U s r U s∅ + > + ∅ . Similar result exists in the matching confliction 

between 4s  with 5s . Owing to the proposed scheme, the global throughput capacity is 
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improved. 
 
Algorithm 1: Mutual Benefit-based Deferred Acceptance (MBDA) Algorithm. 
Data: Each relay node broadcasts its location information. 
Result: Converge to a stable matching µ . 
Phase I - Construct relay node preference lists. 
Source nodes construct their own preference lists by the ranking value of capacity. 
Source nodes apply for association with relay node according to the preference lists. 
Phase II - Update the preference lists of source nodes. 

Repeat: for each source node ns ∈  in parallel: 
Relay nodes only keep connection with maximal source nodes and refuse other applicants. 
Source nodes update the utilities ( ), ,n n m kU s r d  and preference list based on the current µ . 

Source nodes and relay nodes are sorted by  m and n . 

Homeless or unsatisfied source nodes ( ns ) apply new relay nodes mr  (serving for is  currently) in 
its preference list. 

if   ns  is a homeless source node  

if  n m is s  

Relay node mr  holds the new applicant. 
else 

Relay node mr  rejects ns , and ns  sends a proposal to next preference relay node. 
end 

else if  ns  is an unsatisfied source node 
if  the aggregate throughputs of two relay nodes can be promoted after selection exchange, 

that is (s , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )n m i j i m n jU r U s r U s r U s r+ > + , where we set current matching is  ns  linking 

with jr  
and  is  linking with mr  

Source nodes exchange the selection of relay nodes. 
end 

end 
end 

Until no matching is changed at the previous round. 
Phase III - Network outputs a stable matching. 
Updated regularly. 

 
Objectively, we could observe that the results of the MBDA and DA algorithm preferably 

assign a relay node to at most one source node to achieve the high aggregate utility. This 
selection tendency is similar with the result of the optimal centralized relay assignment 
approach [17]. The authors in [17] have pointed out and proved that for the relay assignment 
problem, each relay node is assigned to at most one source node which will lead to maximized 
total capacity.  Therefore, we could observe that the result of the MBDA and DA algorithm 
preferably assign a relay node to at most one source node to achieve the high aggregate utility, 
although we allow multiple source nodes to share a common relay node in our model.  
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 𝑠𝑠1 𝑠𝑠2  𝑠𝑠3  𝑠𝑠4 𝑠𝑠5 

𝑟𝑟1  11 10 6 6 8 

𝑟𝑟2  7 8 4 10 9 

∅ 5 2 1 3 1 

 
 𝑠𝑠1 𝑠𝑠2  𝑠𝑠3  𝑠𝑠4 𝑠𝑠5 

𝑟𝑟1  11 10 6 6 8 

𝑟𝑟2  7 8 4 10 9 

∅ 5 2 1 3 1 

 

 𝑠𝑠1 𝑠𝑠2  𝑠𝑠3  𝑠𝑠4 𝑠𝑠5 

𝑟𝑟1  11 10 6 6 8 

𝑟𝑟2  7 8 4 10 9 

∅ 5 2 1 3 1 

 
sum =5 10 1 3 9=28C + + + +sum =11 2 1 10 1=25C + + + +

(a)

(b) (c)

  

: Matching result

 
Fig. 4. Matching results of an example with 5 source-destination pairs and 2 relay nodes. 

5. Matching Game for Fairness Optimization and Non-Substitution Model 
With the characteristics of substitution and peer effects, one relay node would accept the 
optimal one source node. In order to maximize the global transmission capacity, maximizing 
each association capacity is considered in MBDA algorithms. Although the aggregate 
troughput of the network is improved, this matching scheme is unfair for many source nodes 
which are compelled to associate with the destination directly. Therefore, this model is not 
suitable for some communication network systems which require fairness. In order to achieve 
the fairness in relay network, we will bring forward the solving method. 

We study the fairness optimization of global throughput in relay networks. In the classic 
matching game model, two-sided players will only strictly accept the best strategies for their 
own, the trait of which is alternative. Most of existing works [18-23] are also based on 
substitution preference setting, but the setting will lose efficacy when the interrelationship 
among the players cannot be ignored. Supposed to meet the source nodes demand, alternative 
relay selection system is unsuitable. It means that not only the aggregate capacities, but the 
improvement of respective utility should be considered in the network. For example in Fig. 
4(c), the method to improve respective capacity considering about 1 3,  s s  and 4s  should be 
proposed, which is different with the traditional alternative matching game scheme for this 
network. 

Extending the matching theory, we design a non-substitution matching model and propose a 
novel strategy for this model. In the wireless network with limited relay nodes, the number of 
source nodes is more than that of relay nodes. To meet the demand of source nodes as fair as 
possible, the situation of multiple source nodes connecting to one relay node simultaneously 
must occurs, even though this situation may reduce the sum of transmission capacity. We 
define this situation as non-substitution preference of matching game model. Each source node 
in the network is supposed to share resource with others, so as to achieve the fairness for 
global network system. Therefore, most of source nodes can improve their transmission utility 
by associating with relay nodes. To achieve this objective, we propose a novel algorithm 
called Non-substitution algorithm shown in Algorithm 2. 

The main ideas of the Non-substitution algorithm are as follows. All source nodes in the 
network construct their own preference lists and apply for association with selected relay node. 
Relay nodes keep all of source nodes relation and give the feedback of transmission capacity 
to source nodes. Then, source nodes compare current utility with the throughput of direct 
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transmission to destination node. Source node ns  will give up incumbent association and 
apply to next preference relay node if incumbent association is worse than direct transmission, 
that is ( ) ( ), , , ,n m k n kU s r d U s d< ∅ . Each homeless source node doesn’t stop updating 
preference list until associating with the destination directly. Meanwhile, each relay node 
randomly urges one source node to find a better relay node. One relay node will accept the new 
applicant if it improves the total capacity of two relay nodes. To adapt with the dynamic 
wireless network, the matching would be updated regularly. 
Algorithm 2: Non-Substitution Algorithm (NSA) 
Data: Each relay node broadcasts its location information. 
Result: Converge to a stable matching μ. 
Phase I - Construct relay preference lists. 
Source nodes construct their own preference lists by the ranking relay node according capacities. 
Source nodes apply for association to relay nodes according to the priority list. 
Relay nodes accept all of appliation and give the feedbacks of transmission information 
Phase II - Update the preference lists of source nodes. 
Repeat: for each source node ns ∈  in parallel: 

 Step 1. while  ( ) ( ), , , ,n m k n kU s r d U s d< ∅   
do 

                  ns  gives up current association, changing the preference order. 

                   Until ( ) ( ) , , , ,n j k n kU s r d U s d∃ ≥ ∅ , jr ∈ ∅ . 

              end while 
 Step 2. For source nodes ns ∈  connecting to mr , Relay node mr  randomly suggests one source 

node ns  to find a better relay node to settle down. 

              if   ( ) ( ) , , , ,n j k n m kU s r d U s r d∃ > , jr ∈ ∅   

                    ns  applys jr  for connection.  

                    if   Aggregate capacities of two relay nodes ( ) ( )m jU r U r+  will be improved 

                          Relay node jr  accepts ns .  
                    end 
              end 
              
Until no matching is changed at the previous round. 
Phase III - Network outputs a stable matching. 
Updated regularly. 

 
Theorem 2: Adopting the NSA shown in Algorithm 2, the relay assignment networks will 
converge to a stable matching. 

Proof: The algorithm can be considered in two parts, which are Step 1 and Step 2 shown in 
Algorithm 2. We analyse the Step1 firstly. Suppose that one source node ns  chooses the 
preferred relay node nr  initially under the ideal assume, we assume that the transmission via 

nr  is K times higher than direct transmission, that means ns  could endure K-1 peers at most 
via nr . If the practical capacity via nr  is smaller than direct transmission, ns  will find a new 
relay node mr  in which the number of peers is fewer than K-1 at least to apply. If this 
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adjustment lead to a new unstable in mr , the unsatisfied source node will find a new relay 
selection in which the number of peers is fewer than K-2 at least to apply, and so on. The 
endurance edge of the peers’ number will decrease until reach the minimum value. The worst 
situation is that some source nodes can endure only one peer, so the adjustment may lead them 
to connect to destination directly. 

Analysing the Step 2, we could prove the convergence similar to Step 1. We suppose that 
one source node ns  chooses the preferred relay node nr  initially and ns  could endure the 
number of K-1 peers at most via nr . If the capacity of ns  is suggested to adjust its selection, it 
will select one relay node in which the number of peer fewer than K-1. The adjustment may 
cause unstabitily of the new relay node jr  if the ns  causes another source node ms ’s obtained 

data rate lower than direct transmission. The source node ms  will adjust to choose another 
relay node, in which the number of peer at least fewer than K-2. If the ns  does not cause 
another source node’s obtained data rate lower than direct transmission, this adjustment will 
not cause unstabitily of the new relay node jr . The endurance edge of the peers’ number will 
decrease until reach the minimum value. Two steps in Algorithm 2 will mutually impel the 
other step and lead to the relay network convergence.  

NSA doesn’t cause all source nodes to connect to the destination node directly, because in 
the Phase I of the proposed NSA, relay nodes accept all the demands from source nodes, and 
transmit information. Each source node will not give up the relay node mr  unless 

( ) ( ), , , ,n m k n kU s r d U s d< ∅  or ( ) ( )   , ,n j n n ms r s rµ µ∃ 
. Nevertheless, if no choice is better 

than the direct transmission to the corresponding destination, one source node will select the 
direct transmission. 

Each source node in relay network gets transmission utility improvement as much as 
possible by NSA. Following the distributed idea, this algorithm commendably solves the 
fairness problem in the relay network, and achieves global optimization of relay assignment. 
The relay nodes are shared effectively by source nodes to reach the global equilibration. 

6. Implementation Discussion of the Proposed Schemes 
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the proposed schemes and show that our 
schemes are practical in wireless relay networks. As shown in Fig. 5, the specific processes of 
the communication are: 

1) Relay broadcast: Relay nodes regularly broadcast themselves location information. 
2) MBS broadcast: In particular channel 0CH , Macrocell base station regularly broadcasts 

to all source nodes in the network and provides a certain time slot (duration T ) opportunities 
for source nodes applying to relay nodes. 

3) Unified access: Within the time slot ( t T< ), source nodes apply to preferred relay nodes, 
and relay nodes accept all of application this time period. Relay nodes give the feedback of 
real throughput source nodes obtained, and rank them by size of throughput.  

4) Adjusting: All nodes adjust their matching by the proposed schemes. 
Here, we consider and address following issues to prove that our schemes are realizable in 

practical wireless networks: 
1) In adjusting process, multiple source nodes may apply to one relay node at the same time. 

Dealing with the collision, relay nodes accept applicants in order of arrival, and give the 
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rejected feedback to the other source nodes. The rejected source nodes receive the feedback, 
exploring and applying again. Similarly, relay nodes give a feedback to accepted source node. 
Former relay nodes don’t delete source nodes until them receive replacement feedback from 
source nodes which make sure to leave. An example is shown in Fig. 6. 

2) Deleting and receiving source nodes information of relay nodes don’t interrelate in the 
NSA. If one applicant source node ns  satisfies with the capacity that one relay node mr  

provided before the relay node mr  updating information, it will obtain more capacity when the 

relay mr  deletes some source node information which make sure to leave. Likewise, if one 

linking source node ns  is unsatisfied with utility relay node mr  provided already, the more 
dissatisfaction that new peer caused will be nothing serious. 

3) For the NSA, some source nodes may enter the network in Adjusting process. The 
network deal with these source nodes according to the principle of Step 2 in Algorithm 2. 

MBS broadcast Unified access Adjusting & Relay broadcast …Relay broadcast…

Fig. 5. Specific process of the communication in relay assignment network. 
2s 2r1r

Unified access

Reject & feed back

Apply

Accept & feed back
Update list

1s

Delete source   
information

Apply

Reject & feed back

Apply

Explore
2s

 
Fig. 6. An example of the application process in relay assignment network. 

 
4) For the proposed algorithms, one relay node in the wireless network knows another relay 

node’s information by the applicants. When the leaving source node submits the application to 
the new relay node, it will carry the former information to the relay node, so that the relay node 
could compare the information of exchange and make a choice. 

5) In the wireless network, one source node knows the real capacity according to the 
information received. A source node would receive a physical downlink control channel 
(PDCCH) which contains information detailing when it connects to a relay node. The source 
node reports the channel information to the relay node by channel quality index (CQI), and the 
source node understands the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) it using [11].  

In this paper, implementation of transmission model is ideal. In our future work, many-to-one 
models with collisions will be considered [27], and more specific models will be applied such 
as wireless local area networks (WLANs) [28]. 
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7. Simulation Results 
In the simulations, we use the following default settings. There is a 2000 × 2000 square area, 
where we assume all source nodes have a same destination. In this topology, there are series of 
source nodes, relay nodes and one destination node at position (1000, 1000). All source nodes 
transmit data to the destination, and the experimental parameters follow the simulation 
methodologies of 3GPP specifications [29]. The maximum transmission power of source 
nodes are set to 23 dBm and relay nodes are set to 30 dBm. Assume B = 10 MHz bandwidth for 
each channel of the system, and the noise power density of the system is -174 dBm/Hz. 
Without loss of generality, we adopt DF model in this paper and the results can extend to AF or 
hybrid mode. 

7.1 The performance comparison for MBDA 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the average aggregate throughputs result from average value of 1000 times 

calculation (10 relay nodes with varied number of source nodes). 
 

In this subsection, the performance of MBDA is discussed and analysed by the simulation 
results. In Fig. 7, the performances of aggregate capacities are compared between the MBDA 
with the classic DA approach and the optimal centralized approach (OPRA) [17]. The number 
of relay nodes is fixed and source nodes increases from 10 to 30. The results are obtained by 
independently simulating 1000 topologies and then taking the expected values. Fig. 7 shows 
that, as the number of source nodes increases, the MBDA is more and better than the classic 
DA. Moreover, the proposed distributed MBDA is compared with the optimal centralized 
algorithm for all network sizes. In [17], the authors proposed a centralized algorithm (OPRA) 
to optimize the relay selection connection. However, the centralized OPRA requires a central 
controller to gather information from all nodes in the network which may cause heavy system 
overhead. As shown in the Fig. 7, the proposed distributed MBDA is almost the same with the 
optimal centralized OPRA for all network sizes, which validates the aggregate throughput 
performance of the MBDA.  

Fig. 8 represents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the convergence time of 
MBDA. The result of the proposed approach is by simulating 1000 independent trials. In this 
Fig. 8 (a) and (b), we can see that, as the number of source nodes increases, the average 
number of iterations increases due to the increase in the number of players. With the number of 
nodes increases, the collisions among source nodes also increase. However, the collisions have 
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a upper boundary finally because the relay network becomes a saturated state. Fig. 8 
demonstrates that the proposed matching approach has a reasonable convergence time that 
does not exceed 50 iterations for the network with 30 source nodes and 15 relay nodes. The 
CDF tendencies will be stable when the number of source nodes increases unceasingly. 
Particularly in Fig. 8(b), when the number of source nodes increases from 20 to 50, the 
convergence time has almost not changed, which shows that the proposed MBDA is scalable 
to the large scale networks. The results validate the convergence of the proposed distributed 
MBDA. 
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Fig. 8. The CDF of the proposed MBDA with different numbers of source nodes and relay nodes. 

7.2 The performance comparison for NSA 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of capacities evolution and convergence speed with the network topology of 20 
souce nodes and 10 relay nodes. 

 
In this subsection, the performance of NSA is discussed and analysed with the simulation 

results. In Fig. 9(a), the evolution result of the matching process of NSA is compared with the 
Stochastic Learning Automata (SLA) [11]. The SLA scheme is also a distributed algorithm. 
Comparing with the SLA, we could see that the proposed NSA algorithm converges faster 
than SLA significantly and finally achieves higher throughput than that of the SLA. Fig. 9(b) 
shows the network topology of the simulation and the corresponding relay selection results of 
the NSA algorithm. The connections results are represented by the solid lines. The simulation 
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result shows that the proposed NSA can achieve a good stable matching result with a faster 
convergence time compared with the SLA approach. 

The analyses of fairness in multiple models will be given. The Gini coefficient [30] of the 
proposed NSA is compared with that of the SLA [11], DA and direct transmission, and Gini 
coefficient is given,  

1 1
22

N N

i j
i j

U U
G

N U
= =

−
=

⋅

∑∑
 ,                                                    (13) 

where iU  means the capacity source node is  obtained, and N is the number of source nodes. 

The mean value is denoted by U . The value of the Gini coefficient indicates the level of 
absolute fairness in network system, and lower value means higher fairness level. The 0G =



 
if all source nodes have the same throughput level. 

We can see in Fig. 10 that the performance of all schemes decreases as the number of source 
nodes increases, due to the ability limited of relay nodes. The values of NSA are significantly 
better than the DA and direct transmission among different scale of models. For example, 
when the number of source nodes set as 30, the value of NSA is 0.39 while the values of DA 
and direct transmission are higher than 0.58. Moreover, it is noted that the values of the 
proposed NSA is very close to that of the SLA, and the performance will be equal when the 
number of source node more than 29. The SLA should take a long time to converge and its 
throughput performance is worse than NSA. Thus, the NSA is more practical than the SLA 
algorithm in network systems.  
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Fig. 10. The Gini coefficient of the algorithms (5 relay nodes with varied numbers of source nodes). 

 
Moreover, Jain’s fairness index (JFI) [31] is also used as the criterion of comparison among 

the algorithms, and JFI is: 
2
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The value of JFIV  indicates the level of absolute fairness in the network, and higher value 
means higher fairness level. The value of JFI will arrive at the largest value 1 if all source 
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nodes obtain equal data rate. 
The fairness index (JFI) of NSA, SLA [11], DA and direct transmission can be seen in Fig. 

11. We can see that the values of NSA are significantly higher than the DA and direct 
transmission among different scale of models. It is noted that the JFI of the proposed NSA is 
very close to that of SLA, and is better than SLA when the number of source nodes more than 
25. Thus, the fairness performances of the NSA are validated by different fairness criterions. 
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Fig. 11. The fairness index (JFI) of the algorithms (5 relay nodes with varied numbers of source nodes). 
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Fig. 12. The CDF of the proposed NSA with different numbers of source nodes and relay nodes. 
 

Fig. 12 shows the CDF of iterations resulting by the proposed NSA as the number of source 
nodes number varies, assuming 5 and 15 relay nodes respectively. In the Fig. 12 (a) and (b), 
we can see that, as the number of source nodes increases, the average number of iterations 
increases. Due to the increase of the number of source nodes, the collisions among source 
nodes increase. Nonetheless, Fig. 12 demonstrates that the proposed NSA can converge in a 
reasonable time, which does not exceed 25 iterations for a network with 30 source nodes and 
15 relay nodes. It is noted that the convergence of the relay network with 15 relay nodes is 
faster than what with 5 relay nodes. This result means if the resource of relay nodes is adequate, 
the relay network can converge quickly.  
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8. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented novel, distributed relay assignment approaches for cooperative 
communication network. We considered competitions among relay nodes and among source 
nodes. We modeled the relay assignment network as a many-to-one matching market, in 
which a source node can choose at most one relay node, while a relay node can serve more 
than one source node simultaneously. Based on the theories of matching game, we developed 
the problem of peer effects in the cooperative communication model. Aiming at two scenarios 
respectively, we proposed different schemes. For aggregate throughput optimization, the 
MBDA algorithm was designed to solve the problem. The performance of aggregate 
throughput has been improved by the proposed MBDA. For fairness optimization, we pointed 
out that the conventional models of matching game are alternative models and not suitable for 
some practical network systems. Innovatively, we proposed a Non-Substitution scheme of 
matching game and applied it to solve the fairness optimizing problem in the relay network. 
Using the NSA scheme, all source nodes promote their throughput utility in balance. We have 
shown that the proposed two algorithms can converge to stable equilibrium. The performances 
and efficiencies of the proposed algorithms have been verified in the simulation results. 
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